ENGL 362 Final Project / 7

Foundations of Technical Writing
Final Project: Manual or Technical Paper

Instructions
Two parts to this assignment; do both:

In addition to the manual or extended paper itself, provide a simple problem statement or documentation plan. Thorough planning will save you a lot of time in creating the manual, and is a normal part of the process of writing a large document.

Create a manual or extended technical document of another form. When you are done, turn in your document through Blackboard, or if it’s online, paste the link into the Blackboard "Submission" section that points to its website location. As usual, document all sources you use.
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1. Preparatory Document (Doc Plan)
Create a documentation plan for your manual or technical paper and turn it in via the Submission box of the Doc Plan assignment in Blackboard (rather than attaching a separate file). 

At a minimum, it needs to describe the reader and how you will address their needs; to do this, it should contain a complete list of sections with at least some headings in each, plus any other material you need to complete the semester project, such as references and other sources. This will likely change as you work on your project, but you need to start somewhere. This can be brief, but useful.

A note on ideas: I sometimes get anxious notes from people who aren't sure what to work on for their final project. Successful final projects range all over, from personal projects (installing networked entertainment system in a house with five room-mates, building a home-made sailboat, and so on), to start-up businesses (installing new speakers, building a home-made sailboat, running a nonprofit activity), to reference guides for engineers, to how-to instructions for cooking paleo, to tips & tricks guides for games, and many more.

Consider what you're most passionate about, especially with an eye toward creating something you might later use as a writing sample when applying for jobs.

If none of this gets your ideas flowing, think about your major field of study: What drew you to it? What will you be doing once you graduate and land a career? What kinds of project would best prepare you for that career, or would be otherwise useful. Hope that helps!
2a. Final Project Document (Manual)
Create a manual based closely or loosely on one of the types listed in Appendix A, below. By following the required elements listed here, you shouldn’t have too much trouble putting together your doc plan. If a traditional document (.rtf, .doc, or so forth), plan for a minimum of 20 pages and 3000 words – that is, if your document is 24 pages but only 1500 words, it’s not finished. If you elect to create a more complex project, such as a video or podcast that you have created, or a web-based HTML document or .chm file, you can turn in a shorter document, but don’t cut it too short to be useful and comprehensive! I'm looking for equivalent effort. If your completed manual would be very long, just do your best work on the 20 pages/3000 words which you turn in, and insert an annotation that details how the completed document will look and what it will include (I have seen partial manuals that would, in their final form, reach hundreds of pages).

You can use whatever format you want: Video, podcast, or graphics-based documents need to display the equivalent level of effort; that is, your project could be a 5-to-30 minute video or podcast that is the result of editing, say, an hour of recording. Your script for the video or podcast (audio) might be 2000 words, including directions and video references. Only use PowerPoint if you see this as best shared via presentation (as, for example, a training session). It's often more complicated to create solid notes detailing what you'd say during such a presentation than just creating a regular manual.

You don’t need to print or bind this document; I want an electronic file that you send to me via Blackboard or post to the internet (send me a link to it via email). See Appendix B for which elements I want to see in your document.

Perform solid research, testing, and revision. Seek data to use if you don’t have enough, and don’t be shy about dropping me or other classmates a note for help if needed. Peer-review is a great idea, but at least go through the "Tech-Writing Scoring Checklist" before turning it in.
2a. Purpose
As appropriate based on audience: To help your reader deploy, understand, assemble, use, operate, troubleshoot, sell, and/or (yes, could be both!) buy the product/service/etc. See Appendix A.
2a. Audience
Again, as appropriate. An end-user manual has a different focus and style than an operations manual for an industrial machine. Check Appendix A.
2b. Final Project Document (Technical Paper)
I offer this alternative to the manual for science, engineering, and other students who would prefer to write a report on their lab work, scientific studies, or so on.

Create a technical paper or lab report. Specifications are the same as for the manual. Your manual should include many or most of the elements listed in Appendix C.
2b. Purpose
As appropriate based on audience: To help your reader understand your work and replicate it, test it, use it to build or manufacture what you describe, or so on. Check Appendix C.
2b. Audience
Again, as appropriate. A document written for a manufacturer or manager has a different focus and style than a document written for other scientists or engineers. Check Appendix C.

Appendix A: List of Manual Types
Note that each has several sub-categories, and some are very similar except for audience or purpose:

Manual Type
Description
Installation, assembly, or deployment manual
How to assemble or install a device, piece of software, or so on correctly and safely. Typically includes diagrams, exploded views, process flowcharts, tasks and procedures, and callouts (particularly tips, cautions, and examples). For the person who is performing the assembly or installation.

Instruction manual
How to operate a device or piece of software, or how to perform a complex task. Usually shows control panels or user-interface screenshots and describes the function of each control element and readout. For the end-user who runs the device or piece of software, or for the person who needs to perform a complex task (such as writing a piece of software to work with existing software).

Operations manual
In addition to instructions as described above, describes how and why a device or piece of software works in theory and practice. Typically includes diagrams, blueprints, tables of operations data, tables of commands and logging data, and detailed troubleshooting information (including cause and effect and FAQs). For the device or software operator as well as decision makers and repair personnel.

Sales manual
How to specify and purchase equipment. Contains product specifications, pricing, and other information that salespeople use to sell products and customers use to plan purchases; also helps customers write their specs for future operations.

System documentation
Detailed information about how a system (a device, factory, piece of software, and so on) was designed, what it does, and what its components are. Contains tables, charts, diagrams, blueprints, and so on. For engineers who are building onto existing systems, as well as for factories that are manufacturing the system or devices that add onto it.

User’s manual
How to use a device or piece of software. Typically includes graphics depicting the controls and user interface. Similar to an instruction manual, but usually targeted at the general consumer rather than a business user.



Appendix B: Elements
Your manual should include all of these elements:

	Title/cover page. 

Table of contents. 
	Every heading and pg.# to find headings.
	Can have list of figures.

Can have list of tables.
	Introduction.

Body. This is the bulk of the document.
Most or all of the following brief elements:
	Headings. 
Tables.
Screenshots.
User-interface descriptions.
Controls descriptions.
Graphics and diagrams.
Flowcharts. Especially useful for complex tasks with decision points.
Cautions, warnings, notes, or other callouts.
Checklists.
Procedures. 
Bulleted, numbered, or other types of lists.
	Recommendations, best practices, tips & tricks, FAQs, or so on.
Additional resources links (print or electronic).
Nomenclature or glossary, if needed. List (alphabetically or in another reasonable order) symbols, units of measure, and terms.
References (this is for me, not end-audience). Bibliography listing literature and other research materials used in preparation of report.
Appendixes can be very useful. 
Index can be very useful.

Additionally, your manual should include at least some of these elements:
	Acknowledgements.

Abstract or executive overview.
Summary.
Advantages. 
Getting started.
Results. 
Troubleshooting steps and procedures.
Specifications.
Conclusions and recommendations. 
Links to online, phoned-in, or other types of help for problems. You can create fictional items here, but treat it as if they’re real.
Appendix C: Elements of a Technical or Scientific Paper
If you are writing this for a specific publication or conference, follow their guidelines. Otherwise, use as many of these elements (in this order) as you need.

	Title/cover page. Simple: researchers’ names, organization, title, date. 

Abstract. Informative, VERY concise, one paragraph (can be a long paragraph). Entices reader to read entire paper. Elements:
	Work performed.
Work’s objectives.
Work’s scope.
Major conclusions reached.
	Table of contents. 
	Every heading and pg.# to find headings.
	Summary. Differs from abstract in that it’s less abstracted from the body, but still very brief. A few hundred words, page or less. Need not include in very short reports (approx. less than 20 pps.). Draws in readers short on time, but who are interested in topic as presented in abstract. Elements:
	Purpose.
Goal.
Scientific/commercial objective.
What was done.
How done.
Key results. Need not list them all.
	Introduction. As long as necessary, but do not cover specifics and details as you would in body. Need not include both this and summary in relatively short reports. Elements:
	Nature and scope of investigation.
Put into perspective the importance of the research.
Discuss findings from previous research and other pertinent literature, if possible.
State method of investigation.
Present key results of research.
	Body. The core of the paper, where you detail the theory, project, work, etc. Outline procedures that the investigators used, apparatus, etc. so others can duplicate research to test or otherwise use in their work.
Results. Present data, observations, and results along with discussion of meaning, significance, importance, and application of the of theory, project, work, etc. 
	Principles, relationships, generalizations supported by results.
Note exceptions or issues and explain why these occurred.
Compare with other tests, experiments, etc.
	Conclusions and recommendations. Elements:
	Can be a series of numbered statements showing how results answered questions raised in stated purpose of research, or non-numbered (or non-bulleted) list of headings with brief descriptions. 
On basis of this, make recommendations about further research or how the item being studied might or should be applied, or how it must be addressed, or so on.
	Nomenclature. List (alphabetically) symbols, units of measure, other special terms. You can include a glossary here, if short. Otherwise, split out the glossary.
References. Bibliography listing literature and other research materials used in preparation of report.
Appendixes. 
	Sample calculations.
Math and formulae.
Sets of measurements.
Calibration data (how you arrive at zero, or bottom, or top, etc.).
Computer code.
Anything else too lengthy to include in body, that could intrude.
Appendix D: Video Tips
If making a video or graphics-intensive project, see the "Tips for Making Videos and Other Sample Visual Communications" page on the class website: 

http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/Tips-Videos.htm" http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/Tips-Videos.htm

Appendix E: Measures Checklist
Don’t forget to use the textbooks and other handouts as checklists! Use the resources on the Measures page (http://www.people.ku.edu/~cmckit/TechComm/TC-Scoring-Checklist.htm) as your guide. Especially use the Measures of Good Technical Documentation and Common Writing Errors. 

